New insights into the Hill coef®cient (n) as a measure of cooperativity are obtained by resolving Y, the fractional ligand binding to an oligomeric protein, into a series of integral n th -order reactions. For identical sites within a single conformational state, the weighted sum of each reaction multiplied by its net order gives a Hill coef®cient at Y 0.5 of n 50 1.0, indicative of non-cooperative binding. However, the disappearance of unliganded oligomers (S 0 ) re¯ects the higher-order reactions, with their weighted sum (for a tetramer) leading to a Hill coef®cient at S 0 0.5 of n* 50 À1.27. For an oligomer with two conformational states (such as represented by the T and R states in the Monod-Wyman-Changeux model) capable of generating highly cooperative binding, the same n th -order reactions apply, but with different weights. For oxygen binding to hemoglobin, n 50 is resolved into three components with net reaction orders of n À 2, 2, and 4 (with weights of 0.067, 0.15, and 0.754 corresponding, respectively, to the contributions of singly, triply and quadruply liganded molecules) to give n 50 3.18. However, the cooperativity of the``state'' function, R H (the normalized fraction of molecules in the R state), as characterized by n H 50 (the Hill coef®cient at R H 0.5) is distinct from n 50 . If the T-R equilibrium lies very far in favor of either state, then even when the two states differ widely in their intrinsic af®nity for ligand, the lower limit of cooperativity for Y is n 50 1.0, but the Hill coef®cient for R H cannot fall below n H 50 1.27 (for a tetramer). Hence, the lower limit of n H 50 is equal to the absolute value of n* 50 describing the disappearance of S 0 for an oligomer with a single conformational state.
Early in the century, Hill (1910) proposed that the sigmoidal curve for oxygen binding by hemoglobin (Hb) could be explained on the basis of higherorder reactions: Hb nX @ C HbX n , with integral values of n > 1. When the tetrameric structure of hemoglobin was established, the oxygenation reaction was described by Adair in terms of four successive binding steps (Adair, 1925) . As a result, the non-integral values of n in the range 2.5 to 3 obtained by ®tting the oxygenation data to the Hill equation have been assumed to provide only an empirical index of cooperativity. However, by resolving ligand binding into a series of integral n thorder reactions, new insights into the Hill coef®-cient are obtained, and a simple method for calculating n 50 (the Hill coef®cient at 50% saturation) is generated.
In this analysis, we consider an oligomeric protein with N distinct, but equivalent binding sites. We de®ne the fractional population of each molecular species, S i (for i 0, 1, 2, . . . , N), where S i represents the concentration of protein molecules with i ligands divided by the total protein concentration, such that 0 4 S i 4 1 and S 0 S 1 S 2 Á Á Á S N 1. The individual S i can be used to de®ne Y i , the``species fractions'' (Wyman & Gill, 1990 ), since Y i iS i /N. The Y i are the contributions of the separate species to the overall fractional saturation, Y. Hence, Y 0 0 and YY 1 Y 2 Á Á Á Y N . These parameters can be used to characterize the cooperativity of ligand binding from the slope of the Hill plot, n, which relates Y to the ligand activity, X, by the equation:
Since n varies with X, it is convenient to de®ne n 50 , the value of the slope of the Hill plot at half saturation (Y0.5), which occurs at the ligand concentration de®ned as X 50 . The conventional view of ligand binding to an oligomeric protein depicts the process by a series of sequential reactions involving molecular species (S i ) at progressively higher degrees of ligation, as shown in Figure 1 (a). For identical sites and a single conformational state, a sole intrinsic equilibrium constant (K D ) applies and de®nes the value of each of the four individual constants:
With two conformational states, T and R in the MWC model (Monod et al., 1965) , each S i represents the sum of the species T i and R i , as presented in Figure 1(b) . Irrespective of the origin or the magnitudes of the K i values, the overall fractional saturation (Y) is given by:
In the case of the MWC model, the values of K i are ®xed by L, c, and K R , according to the equations presented in Figure 1 (b). However, for both the single-state and two-state cases, the relationships between the individual S i can also be formulated as a series of progressively higher-ordered reactions, from S 0 to S i , corresponding to integral order coef®cients of n i, as described in Figure 1(c) . Moreover, the intermediate species S 1 to S 3 will disappear in favor of S 4 with negative integral order coef®cients of n i ± N (where N is the number of ligand-binding sites), as also indicated in Figure 1 (c).
Ligand binding can be related to the appearance or disappearance of the various S i components when Y is separated into the individual Y i species fractions. It may be noted that each Y i is given by the i th term of the numerator divided by the denominator of equation (2). A striking feature of the analysis of binding in terms of the Y i components that has not been reported concerns the observation that cooperativity can be represented in a simple form. A formal mathematical derivation of (Monod et al., 1965) , with each molecular species S i resolved into T i and R i components, such that each K i may be de®ned as shown, i.e. 
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the simpli®ed relationship is presented in the Appendix, but initially it can be presented schematically by noting that for a tetramer the contributions of each Y i to n 50 may be expressed as its relative magnitude multiplied by the net order for that component:
where each Y i refers to its value at Y 0.5 and the reaction orders for the formation and disappearance of each species depicted in Figure 1 (c) are in bold (since S 4 only accumulates, its disappearance order is set at zero). When the net order for each component is calculated, the term for Y 2 disappears and the equation for n 50 reduces to:
The signi®cance of formulating multi-step binding as a series of progressively higher-order reactions is ®rst illustrated with binding curves for a tetramer with identical sites and a single conformational state (Figure 2 ). The binding function, Y is separated into the individual components, Y i , as presented in Figure 2 (a), along with the disappearance of the unliganded species, S 0 . On this linear scale the individual Y i curves display similar properties, as noted previously (Wyman & Gill, 1990) , but when the same components are examined using the Hill plot in Figure 2 (b), a distinctive pattern appears. Although the overall process is non-cooperative (n 1, as indicated by the slope of the Hill plot), the individual Y i components possess cooperative phases, with the Hill plot slopes varying from n 1 to n À3 for Y 1 , from n 2 to n À2 for Y 2 , and from n 3 to n À1 for Y 3 , recalling the reaction orders for the appearance and disappearance of the species as described in Figure 1 (c) and equation (3). For Y 4 , formation occurs with slopes varying from n 4 to n 1. At Y 0.5 the distribution of the Y i components for a one-state tetramer with identical sites corresponds to the simple binomial relationships (see legend to Figure 2 ), yielding the value for n 50 :
Thus, the weighting of the components eliminates overall cooperativity and n 50 1. It may also be noted that the progressive disappearance of the unliganded species S 0 in Figure 2 (b) occurs with values from n À1 to n À4, corresponding to the appearance, respectively, of the S 1 to S 4 components presented in Figure 1 (c). The cooperativity for the disappearance of S 0 at the ligand concentration corresponding to S 0 0.5 may be characterized by n* 50 , where:
The weights of the various fractional S i components lead to a simple equation for n* 50 : 
A proof of equation (7) is presented in the Appendix. The fractional populations of successive S i decrease sharply, with the values for a tetramer (Table 1) yielding n* 50 À 1.27. The values for other oligomeric species show a shallow dependence on N, the number of sites: n* 50 À1 for N 1, and n* 50 varies from À1.17 to À1.34 in the range of N 2 to N 10 (Table 1) . Hence, for an oligomer with two or more sites, the disappearance of unliganded molecules, even for a protein with non-cooperative overall ligand binding, occurs with a small but ®nite degree of cooperativity. The analysis of binding in terms of the individual Y i components may also be applied to highly cooperative binding. For tetrameric human hemoglobin with parameters based on ®tting to the MWC twostate model (Edelstein, 1971 (Edelstein, , 1996 Mills et al., 1976; Ackers & Johnson, 1981; Edelstein & Edsall, 1986; Ackers et al., 1992) , the data for Y and for the individual Y i components, presented as binding curves in Figure 3 (a) or in the form of the Hill plot in Figure 3 (b), reveal a different pattern than observed in Figure 2 for a single conformation. As expected for the cooperative system, the intermediate species are less populated. Nevertheless, for the Y i Hill plots, the series of curves display the same initial and ®nal Hill slopes as observed for the onestate example in Figure 2(b) . Hence, the same elementary n th order reactions are present in both cases, but with different weights. With two-states, the Y i values (see the legend to Figure 3 ) represent the fractional binding to the T i and R i molecules. In this case, equation (4) for n 50 becomes:
Correcting for the denominator of 0.5, the three integral n components (À2, 2, and 4) contributing to n 50 in equation (8) When the value of n 50 obtained with equation (8) is compared with the Hill slope calculated using an equation based on the Hessian of the binding polynomial (Bardsley & Waight, 1978) , exactly the same value is obtained (see Appendix). Therefore, the linear combination of Hill components provides a simple description of a highly cooperative system. The analysis is not model-dependent, since simulations with K i values derived from formulations other than the MWC model, such as the KNF model (Koshland et al., 1966) , as well as random values, give perfect agreement between equation (8) and the Hessian equation.
With respect to the disappearance of S 0 , for the highly cooperative case (Figure 3) , equation (7) also applies and yields a value of n* 50 À2.81. Thus, the disappearance of S 0 displays a high Hill coef®cient for an oligomer with strongly cooperative binding, while retaining low but ®nite cooperativity for a system with non-cooperative overall binding, i.e. n* 50 À1.27 for a one-state tetramer (Table 1 ). An equation of the same form as equation (7), but with positive coef®cients, can also be used for an oligomer with two states to evaluate the lower limits of n H 50 (the Hill coef®cient for the state function, R H , at 50%), where R H is de®ned as the fraction of molecules in the R state, normalized to a scale of 0 to 1 (Rubin & Changeux, 1966; Changeux & Rubin, 1968) . At the high and low extremes of L, the lower limit of n H 50 for R H (for c51) is the same as the absolute value of the lower limit of n* 50 for S 0 (Table 1) . Hence, for a tetramer with two states that differ widely in their af®nity for ligand, the Hill coef®cient for R H cannot fall below the value of n H 50 1.27, in contrast to n 50 for Y, which drops to 1.0 at high and low L values (Rubin & Changeux, 1966) . However, if the ligandbinding af®nities of the two states are similar, the lower limit of n H 50 approaches 1.0 as c approaches 1.0, with the minimum value for a tetramer decreasing, for example, to n H 50 1.25 for c 0.1 and to n H 50 1.1 for c 0.5. In this context, the cooperativity of the dose-response curves of the homopentameric a7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor predicted by a two-state model, n H 50 1.27, is effectively at the lower limit for c 0.1 (Galzi et al., 1996; . 
À1.3393
For oligomers with N sites, the concentration of ligand corresponding to S 0 0.5 is given by X K h 2 N p À 1Y with K D set to 1.0. The value of n* 50 is obtained from equation (7) with N terms, and with each S i value obtained from equation (2) with the numerator replaced by the i th term of the denominator.
The resolution of the Hill coef®cient into individual components as described in equation (4) is not limited to tetramers, but can be applied to any protein with N sites. In each case, the Y i components will be multiplied by the net integral order for the 
A formal mathematical derivation of this equation is presented in the Appendix. As observed in the tetrameric case, for any oligomeric protein with an even number of sites, the net Hill value multiplying the Y N/2 term will be zero and the term disappears. The analysis of the Hill coef®cient developed here is applicable at 50% binding or response. The Hill coef®cient at other points may be of interest, such as the maximal value which does not necessarily occur at 50%, but the n 50 values are generally the most useful for characterizing cooperativity with experimental data, since the precision of the data is rarely suf®cient to determine the position of maximal n. For the hemoglobin data set analyzed, the value of n 50 3.1827 is close to the value of n max 3.1851 at Y 0.537. In the case of the MWC model, progressively larger differences between n 50 and n max occur as L diverges from c ÀN/2 (Rubin & Changeux, 1966 ). An average value of n 3.05 is obtained when the hemoglobin data set analyzed in Figure 3 is ®t by least squares to the Hill equation over the range of Y 0.05 to 0.95 (Edelstein, 1996) .
Hill plots for experimental data have not been examined at values of Y as low as presented in Figures 2(b) and 3(b); this range was selected to illustrate the n values at the extremes of the slopes. However, by using low temperature electrophoresis to separate individual Y i components (Perrella et al., 1990; Perrella & Denisov, 1995) and radioactive ligands, it should be possible to approach such low values. Hence, the description in terms of Y i components could aid in the quantitative estimation of the intermediate species, of prime importance in the evaluation of mechanistic models of cooperativity (Ackers et al., 1992; Holt & Ackers, 1995; Edelstein, 1996) . Similar methods could test the predictions for the cooperativity of the disappearance of S 0 by examining, for example a hemoglobin variant locked in the R state (Edelstein, 1975) . The results reported for the inactivation of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor a7 by methyllcaconitine are consistent with non-cooperative binding combined with cooperative disappearance of S 0 (Palma et al., 1996) .
From an historical perspective, the analysis presented here partially restores the original principal of Hill (1910) by placing it in a different context. Rather than explaining cooperativity by a weighted sum of n-mers, as Hill proposed, a more physically meaningful explanation is provided by the weighted sum of n th order reactions for a monodisperse oligomer. While this analysis contributes 
For the example selected, the K i values are calculated to correspond to data for hemoglobin represented by the two-state allosteric model (Monod et al., 1965 ) with L 52,000, c 0.0061, and K R 1.5 Â 10 À6 M, as previously described (Edelstein, 1971; Mills et al., 1976; Ackers & Johnson, 1981; Edelstein & Edsall, 1986; Ackers et al., 1992; Edelstein, 1996) . With these parameters the four K i values, as de®ned in Figure 1 to clarifying the role of the various S i forms in generating cooperativity, for any protein-ligand system resolving the mechanism responsible for the distribution of these forms is a separate problem. A considerable effort over the last 30 years has been directed towards distinguishing speci®c theories of cooperative ligand binding, including the concerted (Monod et al., 1965) and sequential (Koshland et al., 1966 ) models, or combinations of both (Eigen, 1967; Ackers et al., 1992; Edelstein, 1996) . Experimental approaches that discriminate between the different mechanistic models in certain cases, particularly where Y and R can be measured separately, have recently been reviewed .
Appendix: Mathematical relations concerning the Hill coefficient
Evaluation of the value of the Hill coef®cient calculated with equation (8) and a formal derivation of equations (7) and (9) can be achieved by considering the binding polynomial, P:
with f 0 1, which is equivalent to the denominator of equation (2) for N 4. Alternatively, P may be expressed with respect to the individual terms as P N i 1 P i , where N is the number of ligand-binding sites and P i f i X i . It follows from the de®nition of P that the fractional saturation, Y, can be represented as:
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to X; hence, for N 4 equation (11) is identical to equation (2). Furthermore, the Hill slope, n, is given by:
leading to an expression that can be readily evalu-
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